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UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF PEACE

Universal language of peace The whole idea of peace needs to be a universal language, we felt dove would be the right symbol for us to move forward as a concept. The dove is a bird of peace, eating seeds, easily trained to eat out of the hand or to become domesticated. Beginning with the Egyptians, the dove was as symbol of quiet innocence. The Chinese felt the dove was a symbol of peace and long life. to early Greeks and Romans, doves represented love and devotion, and care for a family. The dove was the sacred animal of Aphrodite and Venus, the goddesses of love. The dove also symbolized the peaceful soul for many cultures. The Bible continued this symbolism, often referring to the dove as an animal representing love, loyalty, fidelity and honesty. The dove is entrusted with the olive branch when Noah hopes to find a new home for himself and his flock. Dove absolutely fits with the central theme of peace among all cultures and races who would visit hawai and learn the concept of ALOHA.
The diplomatic meeting areas and the conference rooms would be 3 levels in which the rooms would be in between water fall with country flags as a feature and serene landscape garden which becomes a spill out after meetings through which the waterfall flows through a pool with garden in every floor which keeps going to other levels.

When a meeting happens literally the meeting floors are floating right surrounded by waterfalls with gushing water sounds. This psychologically brings a lot of peace in the People I call it the islands which are set like Hawaii in between the wings which each floor would be floating set between the waterfalls. We are also finding a way where each floor could actually move in while as a lift moves. On the top of the wing would be a party area looking over the beautiful scenery and which brings dignitaries to a roof top for a time of relaxing and lounging for VIP guests.

The water which flows through the floors ultimately touches each floor which signifies the principalities like kings, rulers and common man which ultimately reaches the ground on which the dove - peace center rest on. It’s sign of working out peace which is a by product of people on different levels working together.
Sustainability and beyond Sustainability building would producing energy by solar and the waterfalls, tidal waves. This building would ideally transform into an engine producing energy from the waterfalls and gravity systems along with solar panels on outside of the wings which are glass. So people inside event space and also office spaces on other times. The water signifies peace and serenity. This becomes a water feature from far where the concept is to work together through all levels thereby creating a visual element of peace for the world.

Ancillary buildings All other ancillary facilities would be housing healing and love 1.1 pearl shaped which are healing rooms and rejuvenating centres.

**OUR VISION**

Our vision - short concept We have envisioned a dove on a pool bed of water which is the most peaceful carrying the olive branch from far which is the goal. Peace is rather an outworking of decisions, trust, live and faith in different levels of the world.

Components of building Ideally we have created 4 levels which are the following

- Commoners hall
- Ministers of the world
- Kings of the world - the royalties
- The key decision makers, movers and shakers

Water sign of peace flows through the following levels intimately creating the aloha peaceful energy

Our concept of the dove actually has the wings which is of a protection of the almighty god. The building takes its shape in between the wings of the dove and the floors, chamber, restaurants, where actually the floors are in between a huge waterfall which rises all the way from the height of...
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VARIATION B